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This up-to-date, full-color makeup manual is made to lie open on the makeup table right as a guide for student, amateur,
or professional performers.
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A Wonderful Alternative to The Corson Text Don't get my wrong, I really like a classic, and Corson's Stage Make-up text
is a common of theatrical makeup and really should belong in the library of anyone who is sincere about about stage
makeup techniques. Color photos on every page! For students who are maybe taking a makeup course to see if they're
thinking about the field or as an elective will get a great introduction to the artwork of stage makeup without buying an
exhaustive and expensive volume like the Corson. I use this publication in a class I teach. Will need to have for theatrical
cosmetologists. Thank you for the inspiration Bought this book for my daughter. Many thanks for your inspiration. It has
inspired her to get her cosmetology license and take theatre classes. It is great for newbies. How about that. She loves
it. Look into other options This book is seriously outdated. The close-up details on the images help me get the concept
right away. Learn to do everything So much fun, very educational. Plenty of step-by-step tutorials. Good quality, and
starts with less skill needed and gets more complex as you go. Excellent as a textbook or for self learners. Thudium,
nevertheless, has produced a wonderful text that is super accessible to students, has tons of color photos, lots of great
makeup looks, and is definitely a fraction of the price of the Corson text message. Since graduating, I have become a full
time professional in the wonder industry and there's lots of other great components out there that may truly advantage
you as an artist and should be looked at as an alternative ahead of purchasing this reserve. There are great starting
guidelines. I am using it with teens, who are not big readers plus they like all of the photos and good examples. The
publication covers many varieties of makeup.The book has very clear and concise instructions and easy to read/see
pictures/text. I was required to buy this textbook when going to a community university for my preliminary classes.
There is nothing better than this book. Make-up Course Just Got Easier My favorite textbook ever. It offers plenty of good
tips for those getting started with several different color pictures to help you understand where to place the shadows,
highlights, etc. Must have for professionals Bought this for a theatre friend and my partner grabbed it when it arrived in.
Needed it, so I ordered another. Fantastic reserve. Highly recommended for anyone who would like to know more about a
wide selection of theatrical makeup techniques. Great beginning text publication. The images are really detailed, large
and beautiful. She really wants to teach! A few of the photos are a bit amateurish, but mostly it is befitting a college
level training course. Book Came in good condition grate for diy theater make-up or for theater classes detailed
instructions that are easy to check out. Informative Informative good It really is pretty new and I like it. Great newbie
book for stage make-up Great beginner book for stage make-up. It really is a great addition to your library. Great book
Granddaughter loved this!
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